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Dr. £. ISO-used to say, he said , the Lord said, "Cod into all the

world and preach the gospel," the didn't say to go into all the world and

explain all the mysteries of the universe. There's lu lots of mysteries

that we just don't know the answer, and if we should get all the answers

we s'...c would-epet'd-a-lie- wouldn't have any time to do any service

for the Lord. But whatever we can get, of course, we w should set.

(Well, the thing is then, if you recognize that there is a conflict in your

own mind, as to how these two might go toghther, could you truly say

or stand up for one or the other as what you feel t is the right interpretation).
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Well, I feel the interpretation that,' the one and rejects the other is

wrong. I think they are both *iq.i important. And I think that we should

stand on both of them. And I have know people who have stood on just the

one and not the other and I have felt that there was 'voiuething lacking.

But I don't know how they go together, and there are many other things

that I don't know how they fit together, wtt.IIi which I don accept t both

of them. I don't believe there is a real contradiction. I just don't see how

they fit g together. (I don't know, I sort of feel that when you know that
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both of these situations exist, why you certainly can say that maybehis

is mcm how each of them is spelled out in the Bible. You should always know
an

both circumstances, keep/ken-open enough mind to nIt come to such aonelusion

there could be-some not something else added, ifxx that we haven't got that could

straighten it out. ) (I don't know, because ofthe lack of the kv* knowledge

that we have or the lack of information that perhaps that God has given. us

at this point. There could be more to it and we should always ut be prepared
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for this additional). Oh, yes ( To allow it in eitherone direction or another

to be compatible). Well, I don't know how to reconcile it, any more than I

know wk how to explain how space can be absolutely endless. I can't conceive

of an endless space. .... But I can't say for that reason,hat space doesn't
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